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Patent Ownership Rights: 
Structuring Assignment and Employment Contracts

D. Brian Kacedon, Partner
brian.kacedon@finnegan.com
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Key Issues

• Ownership of IP Created During Employment
• Ownership of Pre-existing IP
• Ownership of IP Created After Employment
• Confidentiality
• Consideration
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Ownership of IP Created During Employment

• “[U]nless there is an agreement to the contrary, an 
employer does not have rights in an invention ‘which is the 
original conception of the employee alone.’”
– Bd. of Trs. of Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys., 

Inc., 563 U.S. 776, 786 (2011) 
• In some cases, if employee or contractor is “hired to 

invent,” employer may have an obligation to assign any  
inventions to the employer.
– U.S. v. Dubliner Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 187 (1933); James v. J2

Cloud Services, LLC, 887 F.3d 1368, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2018).
– Employer may also have “shop right.”

• McElmurry v. Arkansas Power & Light Co., 995 F.2d 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1993)

• Any employment agreement should include an express 
assignment of any IP.
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Ownership of IP Created During Employment

• Contract should provide for a present assignment and not 
simply an obligation to assign.
– “agrees to assign” vs “hereby assigns”
– Bd. of Trs. of Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys., 

Inc., 583 F.3d 832, 841–42 (Fed.Cir. 2009)
• Researcher’s contract with university stated that researcher “agrees to assign” 

inventions to the university.  
• University contract trumped by later agreement with third party which stated that 

researcher “will assign and [does] hereby assign.”

• Provision should be limited to inventions created during the 
course of employment.
– Some states have statutes that render unenforceable agreements 

seeking assignment of inventions developed independently of 
employment.

• See, e.g., California Labor Code §2870; see also Whitewater West Indus., Ltd v. 
Alleshouse, 981 F.3d 1045 (2020); Applera Corp.--Applied Biosystems Group v. 
Illumina, Inc., 375 Fed.Appx. 12 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
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Ownership of IP Created During Employment

• Provision should encompass a broad scope of intellectual 
property.
– Both patentable and unpatentable ideas and inventions
– Know-how, trade secrets
– Copyrights

• “work for hire”
– Software, object code, source code
– Trademarks
– Data 
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Ownership of Pre-Existing IP

• If employee or contractor owns IP prior to 
engagement, employer should require employee to 
identify that IP prior to starting employment.
– Require employee to list all IP in exhibit to the 

agreement.
– Important to actually review list to ensure accuracy.

• If employee or contractor is coming from 
competitor:
– Consider requiring employee to agree not to bring or use 

any IP of previous employer
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Ownership of Post-Employment IP

• Can employer require employees to assign inventions 
made after termination of employment?
– Agreement requiring assignment of post-employment inventions 

may be viewed as unenforceable covenant not to compete.
• Applied Materials, Inc. v. Advanced Micro-Fabrication Equipment (Shanghai) 

Co., 630 F.Supp.2d 1084 (N.D. Cal. 2009)  (finding post-employment 
assignment agreement unenforceable)

– Requirement to assign post-employment inventions may be 
enforceable if reasonable in nature.

• Ingersoll-Rand Co. v. Ciavatta, 110 N.J. 609 (1988) (expressly adopting 
reasonableness test).

• Winston Research Corp. v. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. Co., 350 F.2d 134 (9th Cir. 
1965) (Post-assignment obligation limited to inventions based upon confidential 
information of the employer was enforceable)

• Campbell Soup Co. v. ConAgra, Inc., 801 F.Supp. 1298 (D.N.J. 1991) vacated 
on other grounds 977 F.2d 86 ( 3rd Cir. 1992) (one-year holdover provision 
enforceable)
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Case Example

• Whitewater West Indus., Ltd v. Alleshouse, 981 F.3d 1045
(2020)
– Employee signed agreement with the following assignment provision:

“Assignment: In consideration of compensation paid by Company, Employee 
agrees that all right, title and interest in all inventions, improvements, 
developments, trade-secret, copyrightable or patentable material that Employee 
conceives or here-after may make or conceive, whether solely or jointly with others:

(a) with the use of Company's time, materials, or facilities; or

(b) resulting from or suggested by Employee's work for Company; or

(c) in any way connected to any subject matter within the existing or 
contemplated business of Company

shall automatically be deemed to become the property of Company as soon as 
made or conceived, and Employee agrees to assign to Company, its successors, 
assigns, or nominees, all of Employee's rights and interests in said inventions, 
improvements, and developments in all countries worldwide. Employee's obligation 
to assign the rights to such inventions shall survive the discontinuance or 
termination of this Agreement for any reason.”
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Case Example

• Whitewater West Indus., Ltd v. Alleshouse, 981 F.3d 1045
(2020)
– Employee argued assignment provision was invalid under California law

• California Business and Professions Code § 16600 – “every contract by which 
anyone is restrained from engaging in a lawful profession, trade, or business of 
any kind is to that extent void.”

• California Labor Code § 2870(a) – “Any provision in an employment agreement 
which provides that an employee shall assign, or offer to assign, any of his or 
her rights in an invention to his or her employer shall not apply to an invention 
that the employee developed entirely on his or her own time without using the 
employer's equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret information except for 
those inventions that either:

(1) Relate at the time of conception or reduction to practice of the invention 
to the employer's business, or actual or demonstrably anticipated research 
or development of the employer; or

(2) Result from any work performed by the employee for the employer.”
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Case Example

• Whitewater West Indus., Ltd v. Alleshouse, 981 F.3d 1045
(2020)
– Federal Circuit found assignment provision invalid under § 16600 

• Provision does not require use of Whitewater trade secrets or 
confidential information

• Provision is unlimited as to time and geography (including post-
employment)

• Agreement substantially impaired employee’s ability to pursue his 
profession

– Federal Circuit held that § 2870(a) did not apply to provisions 
capturing post-employment inventions
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Confidentiality Provisions

• Define confidential information broadly
– Not just trade secrets but any confidential information 
– Include both technical and business information.
– Any information may have value to company from not being 

generally well-known
• Require that employee 

– not disclose confidential information to third parties and 
– not use confidential information outside of his/her employment.

• Consider when confidentiality obligations will expire
– Obligations of unlimited duration may be unenforceable for 

information that is not a “trade secret”
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Consideration

• If assignment agreement entered into at beginning of 
employment, employment alone will generally be sufficient 
consideration for assignment of IP.

• If assignment agreement entered into after employment, 
employer may need to consider whether additional 
consideration is required.
– Some courts have held continued employment is sufficient 

consideration for an at-will employee.
• See, e.g., Preston v. Marathon Oil Co., 277 P.3d 81 (Wyo. 2012).

– Other courts have required additional consideration.
• See, e.g., Hewett v. Samsonite Corp., 507 P.2d 1119 (Colo.App. 1973)

• Outside the U.S., some countries may require additional 
compensation for inventors.
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Thank You

D. Brian Kacedon, Partner
brian.kacedon@finnegan.com



Assignments and Litigation
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Basis for Assignments: 35 U.S.C. §261

• Patent right begins with the inventor(s)
• Patents are property and can be 

conveyed to third parties
• To be effective (e.g., be the basis for 

filing a lawsuit) assignment must be in 
writing under the statute

• To prevent improper grounds for suit
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Assignment timing
• Must have legal title to invention on the day lawsuit is 

filed
• Cannot obtain assignment nunc pro tunc after lawsuit 

is filed (but can get assignment with right to pursue 
damages for past infringement if the assignment 
grants those rights)

• Policy: a patent confers the right to exclude others, 
and that right is conferred on the inventor or her 
assigns

• Judicial standing based on statute (also Article III)
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Written assignments
• Express requirement in statute, but not always a bar 

to filing a complaint
• Policy basis: Enzo Apa & Son, Inc. v. Geapag A.G.  

(Fed. Cir. 1998)
• Suit brought by non-exclusive licensee of related 

Italian patents; after suit filed, obtained retroactive, 
exclusive license

• Absence of written assignment created requirement 
for joinder by patent holder

21



Assignment disputes

• Generally two types:
• misjoinder, i.e., some or all assignees not 

parties to lawsuit
• chain of title broken between inventor 

and/or assignees 
• Some inventors refuse to sign 

assignments
• Then the question is obligation to assign
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Employment agreements

• Obligations to assign can be either agreements to 
assign in future or present agreement to assign future 
inventions

• Makes a difference: assignment is “automatic” when 
the agreement states “agrees to grant and does 
hereby grant” or equivalent language

• Equitable rights (supporting an injunction, for example 
or a shop right) versus legal rights (damages) –
present assignment necessary to transfer legal title

23



DDB Technologies v. MLB Advanced Media (Fed. Cir. 2008) 

• Inventor worked under employment contract 
obligating assignment for inventions produced from 
work or related to company’s business

• Invention: computerized simulations of sporting 
events

• Employee did not assign but employer granted 
license to defendant who asserted defense at trial

• Federal Circuit reversed jurisdictional dismissal based 
on these facts (and the parties settled)
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Abraxis Bioscience, Inc. v. Navinta LLC (Fed. Cir. 2018) 

• Improper parties based on assignments a 
jurisdictional issue, and can result in motion to 
dismiss

• ANDA litigation, where asserted patents assigned to 
different predecessor companies, so assignment not 
effective to transfer title to Orange Book-listed patents

• And the contractual language a future promise
• Such a jurisdictional defect cannot be cured
• “Common corporate structure does not overcome the 

requirement that even between a parent and a 
subsidiary, an appropriate written assignment is 
necessary to transfer legal title from one to the other.”
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Teets v. Chromalloy Gas Turbine Corp. (Fed. Cir. 1996) 

• Don’t need an express employment contract for 
obligation to assign to arise; here, Teets an employee 
at will (project chief engineer)

• Invention: light-weight jet engine blades
• Assignment obligation arises from employment as 

consideration
• “Without such an express assignment, employers 

may still claim an employee’s inventive work where 
the employer specifically hires or directs the 
employee to exercise inventive faculties.” 
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Preston v. Marathon Oil (Fed. Cir. 2012) 

• Employee never assigned and alleged patents 
belonged to him

• Court ruled for employer, based on “hereby assigns” 
language in employment agreement (despite 
employment being expressly “at will” in agreement)

• District Court had Wyoming Supreme Court under 
certified question affirm that continued employment 
was sufficient consideration for patent assignment 
under state law

• Ownership pursuant to agreement (plus employer 
had a shop right on the invention)
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Caveat: employment contracts arise under state law

• For example, in Florida the outcome in Teets might 
have been different, because assignment of an 
invention from an employee to an employer requires
either express terms in an employment contract or 
that the employee was hire to perform the work that 
led to the invention

• Many instances where invention arises from 
employee activities she was not expressly hired to 
perform
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Arachnid v. Merit Industries (Fed. Cir. 1991)

• Invention produced pursuant to consulting agreement, 
with “will be assigned” language (not an automatic 
assignment) and patents applied for after consultancy 
ended

• Plaintiff here was assigned patents pursuant to earlier 
litigation regarding assignments

• Defendant licensed by consultant and had sold items 
within scope of patents

• Judgment against defendant because consultant never 
had title to the invention and thus could not grant a valid 
license
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Israel Bio-Engineering Project v. Amgen (Fed. Cir. 2007)

• Complicated relationships between parties can result in 
disjoinder of patent ownership

• Partnership between parties gave patent ownership to 
the partnership

• But timing of inventions and patent filing dates resulted 
in partnership not owning all RTI to all thee patents

• Lack standing to sue because, different parties owned 
different scope of rights to claims to separate 
embodiments (generally not the case0 

• Assignee of one such embodiments not required to 
assign to the partnership and thus partnership lacked 
standing
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Licenses vs. assignments
• Patent rights can be transferred by assignment or 

license
• Assignment grants the assignee the right to sue in their 

own name as patent owner
• Licenses or several types (exclusive, non-exclusive, field 

of use) and extent of the right to sue depends on extent 
to which the “bundle of rights” has been transferred

“Bare” licensee Everyone else Assignee all RTI

Must include 
patent owner as 
party ------------------------------------------------------------------

Exclusive licensee 
can sue on her 
own
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Propat International v. Rpost, Inc.(Fed. Cir. 2007)

• The “bare licensee” scenario
• Purported transfer did not transfer all substantive rights
• No right to make, use, or sell, merely the responsibility to 

license to third parties, enforce licenses and right to sue
• Assignor retained right to pursue additional patents and 

withhold permission for Propat to assign its rights
• Assignor can also terminate license at will
• Policy: patent owner cannot license the opportunity to “stir 

up litigation against third persons” without expense; 
Crown Die & Tool Co. v. Nye Tool & Machine Works 
(1923)
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Special case: universities
• Bayh-Dole implications: obligation to assign for Federally 

funded research
• Regents University New Mexico v. Knight (Fed Cir 2003): 

employment contracts that inventions “belong” to 
university; faculty refuses to sign 

• Faculty inventors compelled to assign
• U West Virginia v. VanVourhies (Fed. Cir. 2002): Ph.D. 

student refuses sign, and filed his own application and 
obtained patent, assigned to his own company

• Ph.D. compelled to sign, but court refused to consider 
inventorship issues raised regarding standing because 
university title not in dispute
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Special case: Bankruptcy
• Bankruptcy can raise assignment issues
• Gaia Technologies, Inc. v. Reconversion Technologies, 

Inc. (Fed. Cir. 1996): inventor assigned to his own 
company, went bankrupt and assigned patents to third 
party but no assignment executed, merely BoD minutes 
authorizing purchase of rights

• Nunc pro tunc assignment ineffective
• Morrow v. Microsoft Corp.(Fed. Cir. 2007): creation of 

three trusts where trust owning patent rights in residuary 
did not have the right to sue

• Trust having right to sue lacked standing because not 
patent title holder
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc.

• Courts have applied the equitable doctrine of assignor 
estoppel for over 200 years 

• Simply put, if an assignor conveys a patent to an 
assignee, the assignor is prevented from later 
contending that the patent is invalid

• Implied in the assignment (and sometimes made explicit) 
is the understanding that the assignor believes that the 
patent has value and thus must be valid

• Under the principle of fair dealing, the assignor cannot 
take a contrary position 
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Csaba Truckai invented a device to reduce uterine bleeding – a 
key feature was that its applicator head was moisture permeable

• He filed a patent application on the invention, and assigned it to 
his company, Novacept

• Novacept sold its assets, including all patents and applications, to 
another party with the ultimate assignee being Hologic

• Truckai founded Minerva Surgical to market an improved device 
with an applicator head was moisture impermeable

• Hologic, aware of Truckai's activities, filed a continuation to his 
earlier application with claims broad enough to cover both 
inventions
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Hologic receives a patent grant for the broader invention and 
then sues Minerva for infringement

• Minerva countered by contending that the claims of the 
asserted patent were invalid for exceeding the scope of what 
was described in the specification
o I.e., lacking written description under Sec. 112(a)

• Hologic invoked assignor estoppel to argue that Truckai’s
assignment of the parent patent prevented him from asserting 
invalidity of the continuation 

• The District Court and the Federal Circuit both agreed with 
Hologic
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• At the Supreme Court, Minerva argued that assignor 
estoppel should be eliminated altogether or at least 
constrained, while Hologic's position was that the doctrine 
is fine as is

• Writing for a 5-4 majority, Justice Kagan found that 
assignor estoppel has a long history and is firmly 
embedded in patent law going back over 200 years

• Simply put, one cannot grant a right to exclude to another 
party and then contend that this right does not exist 
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Nonetheless, the Court has previously recognized limits to the 
doctrine, such as that the assignor can propose its own view of 
how to construe the claims

• Here, the Court describes three additional limits:
o Assignment occurs before the inventor can warrant the validity of 

claims (e.g., an assignment clause of an employment contract)
o A later change in the law renders the warranty of validity irrelevant
o The patent claims change post-assignment

• Arguing invalidity in any of these situations does not cause the 
assignor to take contradictory positions 
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Here, Truckai / Minerva argued that it was challenging a claim 
that was materially broader than what was assigned

• The Court found that this fact pattern fell into the third limit on 
assignor estoppel and remanded the case to the Federal 
Circuit for consideration of whether the asserted claims were 
“materially” broader than the rights assigned

"Assuming that the new claims are materially broader than the old 
claims, the assignor did not warrant to the new claims' validity. 
And if he made no such representation, then he can challenge the 
new claims in litigation: Because there is no inconsistency in his 
positions, there is no estoppel. The limits of the assignor's 
estoppel go only so far as, and not beyond, what he represented 
in assigning the patent application"
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Justice Alito's dissent
o The Court should have considered whether the clearest 

precedent for assignor estoppel, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. 
Co. v. Formica Insulation Co. (1924) should be overruled 
given that the patent statute does not recognize the doctrine

• Justice Barrett’s dissent (joined by Justice Thomas and 
Gorsuch)
o No support in the 1952 Patent Act for assignor estoppel
o The doctrine was not well-enough established prior to then 

that it can be assumed Congress intended the Act to silently 
incorporate it
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Assignor Estoppel:  Minerva Surgical, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc

• Another case in a long line in which the Court replaces a 
Federal Circuit "line in the sand" test with something 
resembling a "totality of circumstances" inquiry

• Assignor estoppel is now a potentially complex factual matter –
e.g., what rises to the level of “material”?

• Possible strategies for applicants / patentees:
o File broader initial claims (even if they are in a provisional)
o Draft employment contracts and/or assignments so that the 

assignor will not challenge the validity of future patents derived 
from assigned inventions

o Have inventors sign new declarations for continuations with 
broader claims
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Litigation: Inventorship
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Inventorship
• Less fraught since 35 U.S.C. §256 provides for 

correcting inventorship
• But patents presumed to name correct inventors
• Challenging inventorship at trial must be shown by clear 

and convincing evidence (because it is a ground of 
invalidity)

• Previously required establishing lack of deceptive intent 
on the part of unnamed inventors; Stark v. Advanced 
Magnetics, Inc. (Fed. Cir. 1997)

• America Invents Act reduced requirements by eliminating 
the “no deceptive intent” burden
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Burroughs Wellcome v. Barr Labs (Fed. Cir. (1994)

• In order for suit to be brought, it must be in the name of 
(all) the actual inventors

• Case involved patents for using AZT to treat HIV/AIDS
• Defendant argued that NIH scientists that had tested 

AZT should be named as inventors
• Federal Circuit disagreed, based on requirement that 

named inventors conceived the invention; held that NIH 
scientists had verified named inventors’ conception

• Different for claims reciting a specific consequence of 
AZT treatment (increased T-cell production); remanded 
for development of more facts regarding conception 
scope
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Eli Lilly v. Aradigm (Fed. Cir. 1994)

• Invention: aerosol delivery of insulin formulations
• Lilly alleged two of its scientists should be named as 

inventors; Federal Circuit disagreed
• Recall: proper inventorship presumed, only overcome by 

clear and convincing evidence
• For joint invention under 35 U.S.C. §116, a purported 

inventor much show she contributed to conception, and 
some evidence that the inventors communicated with 
one another

• Here, only circumstantial evidence, i.e. there was no 
evidence of direct communication
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Perceptive Biosystems v. Pharmacia Biotech (Fed. Cir. (1994)

• Under some circumstances inventorship disputes can 
turn out very badly

• For example, strategic reasons for naming or not naming 
inventors can include overcoming prior art, or avoiding 
sharing inventor rewards, as well as mistake

• But proper inventorship is a requirement for patenting
• Here, court said that good-faith disagreements were 

permissible, but affirmative misrepresentations to the 
USPTO amounted to inequitable conduct and the 
patents were unenforceable
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Chou v. University of Chicago (Fed. Cir. 2001)

• Graduate student sued to be named on patent
• Invention: herpes virus therapeutics
• University policy to share 25% of gross royalty payments 

with inventors, plus 25% of stock in new companies 
based on claimed inventions

• District court held student lacked standing because had 
assigned all rights in patents; Federal Circuit disagreed, 
holding that reputational value sufficient for standing to 
sue for correcting inventorship

• An expectation of ownership of a patent is not a 
prerequisite for a putative inventor to possess standing 
to sue to correct inventorship under § 256.
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Inventorship: Prosecution
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Inventorship

• USPTO does not affirmatively police 
inventorship (litigation concerns sufficient)

• Provisions in Rules (37 C.F.R. §1.48) to 
correct inventorship liberally as a 
consequence, inter alia, of cancelling 
claims during prosecution (restriction 
requirements, patentability concerns)

• Otherwise left to applicants
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Assignment: Prosecution
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Assignments
• USPTO equally unconcerned with assignments with one 

exception: obviousness-type double patenting
• Office records assignments and prints assignee names 

on face of granted patents
• Also permits applicants and patentees to record security 

interests against patents
• Prevention of fraudulent conveyance by bona fide 

purchasers for value in patent transactions if security 
interests or changes in ownership not recorded

• Provides identities of parties responsible for paying 
maintenance fees
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Obviousness-Type Double Patenting

• Nonstatutory, obviousness-type double 
patenting prohibits "claims in a later patent 
that are not patentably distinct from claims 
in a commonly owned earlier patent." Sun 
Pharm. Indus., Ltd. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 611 
F.3d 1381, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2010)

• Judge-created, equitable doctrine
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General Conditions for Nonstatutory (aka 
Obviousness-Type) Double Patenting Rejections

• The claims in an application under examination are not 
patentably distinct from claims in another application or 
patent, even though they are not identical.  

• The application under examination and the other 
application or patent share

– at least one common joint inventor,
– at least one common applicant, or
– at least one common assignee/owner.  

• Even without a common joint inventor, applicant, or 
assignee/owner, a non-statutory double patenting 
rejection may be possible when the parties had a joint 
research agreement. 
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Double Patenting 
Legal Philosophy:
• “The public should ... be able to act on the 

assumption that upon the expiration of the patent it 
will be free to use not only the invention claimed in 
the patent but also modifications or variants which 
would have been obvious to those of ordinary skill 
in the art at the time the invention was made, 
taking into account the skill of the art and prior art 
other than the invention claimed in the issued 
patent.”

– In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 892-93 (Fed. Cir. 1985), citing 
In re Zickendraht, 319 F.2d 225, 232 (C.C.P.A. 1963) 
(emphasis in original) 
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Double Patenting
• Two principal concerns:

– that a patentee would be able to effectively 
increase patent term by claiming related, not 
patentably distinct embodiments in 
successive patents and/or

– that an accused infringer would be subject to 
multiple infringement suits from different 
patent owners because an accused infringing 
article would infringe claims of different 
patents
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Remedy: Terminal Disclaimer
• Terminal disclaimer 35 U.S.C. § 253(b) 

– disclaims the portion of the term of a later-
issued patent that would extend beyond the 
expiration of an earlier-issued patent if any 
claim of the later-issued patent is not 
patentably distinct from the claims of the 
earlier-issued patent

– precludes alienation (i.e., separate ownership) 
of patents subject to a terminal disclaimer
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Terminal Disclaimer

• Applies to all claims in patent
• Obviates the rejection, but does not 

overcome the rejection
• No estoppel created
BUT
• Terminal disclaimer can only be filed if the 

earlier patent/later application are co-
owned 
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Best Practices
Patent Ownership Rights: Structuring 
Assignments and Employment 
Contracts
Bret A. Hrivnak, Esq., Partner

Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP



“Hope is not a 
strategy.”

- Vince Lombardi



BEST PRACTICES | Summary

1. Written Agreements & Fallbacks

2. Independent Contractor Risks

3. Harvest, Take Inventory, & Process
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BEST PRACTICES | Written Agreement

“Assignment” must be In writing | 35 U.S.C. § 261

• Inventors are initial owners of invention/patent application. 

Beech Aircraft Corp. v. EDO Corp., 990 F.2d 1237, 1248, 26 USPQ2d 1572, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1993)

• Absent an agreement to the contrary, “an employer does not have rights in 
an invention ‘which is the original conception of the employee alone.’”

Bd. of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys., Inc., 563 U.S. 776, 786 
(2011)

“Assignment” may take any form: 

• e.g., assignment or employment contract
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BEST PRACTICES | No Assignment

If No Written Assignment:

• amend existing agreement or create new agreement

• rely on scope of employment

• Hired-to-Invent Doctrine (obligation to assign)

• Shop Rights (non-exclusive license)

Takeaway – no substitute for a present assignment
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BEST PRACTICES | No Assignment

Hired-to-Invent Doctrine
• May result if the employer hires a person for the “specific purpose of 

making the invention.  Even if hired for a general purpose, an employee 
with the specific task of developing a device or process may cede 
ownership of the invention from that task to the employer.”

Teets v. Chromalloy Gas Turbine Corp., 83 F.3d 403, 408 (Fed. Cir. 1996)

• An employee, “employed to make an invention, who succeeds, during 
his term of service, in accomplishing that task, is bound to assign to his 
employer any patent obtained.”

United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 187 (1933).
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BEST PRACTICES | No Assignment

Shop Right
• A “shop right” is a common law doctrine founded in equity permitting an 

employer to use the employee’s invention without payment to the 
employee if that invention was made using the employer’s time, 
materials, facilities, or equipment.

McElmurry v. Arkansas Power & Light Co., 995 F.2d 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1993)

• Creates non-exclusive license for employer only

• Non-transferable 

• Does not provide title or standing
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BEST PRACTICES | Assignment

The “Assignment” should generally include:

• a present assignment (“hereby assign all right, title, and interest in …”) | Filmtec Corp.

• not an agreement “to assign” – only creates obligation | Arachnid
• consider “I hereby assign ... all right, title, and interest in any idea, invention, design...or work of authorship”

- Picture Patents, LLC v. Aeropostale, Inc., 788 F. Supp. 2d 127 (S.D.N.Y. 2011)

• all rights in invention/patent, no exclusions  - worldwide 

• include right to file all patents and all applications (including present application and all 
continuations, divisionals, renewals, substitutes, re-examination, reissue)

• include right to claim priority in and to all patent applications

• (for existing invention) include the patent app./patent number AND the title of invention

• (for patent assignment) right to sue for damages, including past infringement

• give valuable consideration | adequacy via state laws

• identify all inventors 66



BEST PRACTICES | Assignment

Assignments | Terms

• Include identifying information
• Assignment must identify patent or patent application by number, unless assignment 

executed prior to filing the application, where, in such cases, assignment shall name all 
inventors and title of invention (37 CFR 3.21)

• Suggestion
• draft assignment to permit later entry of the identifying information after execution of 

assignment (37 CFR 3.21)

• “I hereby authorize and request my attorney, (Insert name), of (Insert address), to insert 
here in parentheses (Application number , filed ) the filing date and application number of 
said application when known.” 67



BEST PRACTICES | Assignment

Assignments | Terms

• Transfer all substantive rights
• avoid grant of license

• include all rights to make, use, sell, import, etc. without exclusion

• For existing patents, expressly include the right to pursue damages for past infringement.  
See, Crown Die & Tool Co. v. Nye Tool & Mach. Works, 261 U.S. 24, 43, 43 S. Ct. 254, 259, 67 L. Ed. 516 
(1923)

• Include transfer of priority/convention rights | International Considerations
• in Europe, priority right is separate from ownership right

See EPO’s Case Law of the Boards of Appeal, II.D.2.2
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BEST PRACTICES | Assignments

Assignments | Terms

• Include clause whereby assignors agree to assist in prosecution and to execute 
all lawful and future documents, including applications for all patent 
applications (present and continuations), reissues, domestic and foreign 
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BEST PRACTICES | Assignments

Procedure

Execution | International Considerations

• have both assignor and assignee execute (EPO, T62/05)

• execute before filing priority application

• avoids loss of priority right (EPO) as nunc pro tunc cannot restore
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BEST PRACTICES | Assignments

Procedure

Timely Record with USPTO | 35 U.S.C. § 261

• ideally within 3 mos. grace period

• provides notice to subsequent purchaser or mortgagee to avoid 
assignment being voided
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BEST PRACTICES | Employment Contracts

Structuring Employment Agreements - Overview

• Enter into written employment agreement

• include present assignment and other terms previously discussed regarding assignments

• Comply with state laws, e.g., regarding consideration, overreaching and notice 
requirements 

• Upon creation of invention, prepare & execute written assignment of invention

• include present assignment and other terms previously discussed regarding 
assignments

• Record executed assignment of invention with the USPTO within 3-months
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BEST PRACTICES | Employment Contracts

Structuring Employment Agreements

Reduce to writing
• Courts have found written employment agreements to be operable as 

assignments under 35 U.S.C. § 261 to effectuate transfer of intellectual 
property rights.

See, Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior University v. Roche Molecular 
Systems, Inc., 583 F.3d 832, 842 (Fed. Cir. 2009); Preston v. Marathon Oil Co., 684 F.3d 
1276, 1288 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
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BEST PRACTICES | Employment Contracts

Structuring Employment Agreements
• Describe scope of employment (“at least” hired to …) & if “hired to invent” – say so

• Assign and state that employer owns all IP created during employment and within the scope of 
employment & employee shall not file any patent applications

• Include post-employment IP if reasonable (via state laws)

• Employee agrees not to misappropriate, use, share, or otherwise infringe

• Employee agrees to disclose to employer all inventions, innovations, improvements, ideas

• prior to employment & during employment

• Employee shall maintain innovations, know-how, proprietary information confidential (first-to-file; 
absolute novelty requirement; trade secrets)

• Employee agrees to execute assignment document for recordation and to assist in pursuit of 
patent (patent prosecution) and to execute all related documents, as may be necessary 74



BEST PRACTICES | Employment Contracts

Structuring Employment Agreements

• Comply with state laws and include required language
• limitations on ownership of property

• notice requirements to employee

• Limitations on ownership - no overreaching
• cannot require employee to assign “all” inventions

• limit to those related to employment, using employer’s resources

• exclude those developed by employee on own, using own resources 

• Notice requirements – provide notice of limitations
• See, e.g., California, Delaware, Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Utah, 

Washington
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Confidentiality Clauses in Employment K’s

Important to include Confidentiality Clauses:
• Patents

• first to file (US) - race to the patent office

• 1-year filing grace period

• international - absolute novelty requirement

• Trade Secrets

• need to take reasonable steps to maintain secrecy

• innovations may be protected as trade secrets prior to – or even after – filing a 
patent application (prior to patenting)
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Independent Contractors | Risks

Independent Contractors:

• No scope of employment

• can’t rely upon

• Need written agreement addressing:

• assignment & ownership, confidentiality, non-compete

• Exemplary agreements/situations:

• development, manufacturing, testing/evaluation, consulting, service K’s
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BEST PRACTICES

Other Agreements

• Principles applicable to other agreements

• Development Agreements

• Consulting Agreements

• Service Agreements

• Independent contractors
• no scope of employment to rely upon
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Harvest, Take Inventory, & Process

Identify Inventions, Ideas, Know-How, Etc.
• mine, identify, & catalogue

• what? machines, manufactures, processes, compositions, and even 
software, AI, etc.

• consider different options for protection:
• utility patents

• design patents

• trade secrets

• copyright

• otherwise inventions may remain unknown, unprotected
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Policies | Harvesting & Taking Inventory

Invention Disclosure System
• mechanism for awareness, protection, and management

• formal process for identifying and protecting

• requires disclosure of idea, concept, invention, etc.

• requires disclosure of bar events (present and future)

• public disclosures, testing, commercialization, and promotion

• motivates disclosure: policy & reward

• determine protection mechanism: patent v. trade secret
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Policies | Maintaining Confidence

• curtail overly ambitious employees

• remain mindful of other company activities

• don’t let protection slip between your fingers

• overlooked activities often impacting protection

• testing – formal or informal

• manufacturing, market research, & other negotiations

• promotional activities

• marketing – information & promotional giveaways

• salespersons - sales or offers for sale
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Education | Knowledge is Power

Educate Employees & Contractors

• how to identify inventions, innovations

• importance of disclosing, protecting, & cooperation

• how to protect

• potential pitfalls - what not to do

Implement Oversight

• task managers/project leaders with oversight

Policies and Procedures

• include invention disclosure process

• include confidentiality and security provisions

• employee handbook
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Bret A. Hrivnak
bhrivnak@hahnlaw.com

Partner

Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP

Thank You
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